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Quotations-Villa Moller



1) Adolf Loos in regards to the use of ornamentation: 



“I did not grow up, thank God, in a stylish home. At that time no one knew what it was yet. Now, unfortunately, everything is different in my family too. But in those days! Here was the table, a totally crazy intricate piece of furniture, an extension table with a shocking bit of work as a lock. But it was our table, ours! Can you understand what that means: Do you know what wonderful times we had there? ...Every piece of furniture, every thing, every object had a story to tell, a family history. The house was never finished; it grew along with us and we grew within it.”

	Architecture and Modernity page 76





2) Adolf Loos in regards to interior vs exterior:



“The house should be discreet on the outside; its entire richness should be disclosed on the inside”.

	Architecture and Modernity page 76





3) Adolf Loos in regards to society as well as privacy at home:



“He stated repeatedly that modern human beings need masks: their public images do not coincide with their actual personalities.”

	Architecture and Modernity page 77





4) Adolf Loos in regards to ornamentation as a way to seek beauty:



“To seek beauty only in form and not in ornament is the goal to which all humanity is striving.”

	Modern Architecture since 1900 page 70



 

5) Dal Co in regards to Loos’ separation of spaces:



[The work of Loos] “never attempts to mediate between the difference of separate parts and situations. It does not hide its multiplicity; at most it will undertake the task of revealing it completely: it traces partitions and boundaries because it sees them as synonymous with the principal characteristic of architectural practice”

	Architecture and Modernity page 80
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6) Arnold Schoenberg in regards to designing for Loos:



“Whenever I am faced with a building by Loos…I see… a concept that is immediately three-dimensional, something that maybe only someone else who had the same qualities could grasp. Everything here’s worked out, imagined, ordered and designed in space…as though all the shapes were transparent; or as though one’s mental eye were confronted both with the space in all its detail and as a whole at the same time.”

	Architecture and Modernity page 80
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Annotated Bibliography-Villa Moller 







Ben-Meir, Kobi. "Adolf Loos and Modern Architecture in Vienna." European Forum at the Hebrew University 1 (2008): 5. Print.

· This journal entry commentates on Loos views of building vs dwelling. The purpose of ornamentation as well as plan and fuction are also subjects that are briefly mentioned. The entry capitalizes on Loos’ views on the importance of plan over interior design, specifically citing the Moller House. 





Conrads, Ulrich. "Adolf Loos; Ornament and Crime." Programs and Manifestos on 20th-Century Architecture. London / Cambridge, MA: Lund Humphries / MIT, 1970. 19-24. Print.

· Under promise, overproduce. David Beers The primary focus on this text is to display Loos’ views on the ornamentation of modern buildings. Loos continuously identifies the negative aspects of ornamentation. More specifically, he comments on the idea that ornamentation is no longer a part of our culture, and therefre seems like we are moving in the wrong direction in a cultural sense. Lastly, the excerpt touches on the idea that the modern man uses ornaments of previous cultures, as he seems fit, as opposed to taking the time to create his own. 
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Curtis, William. "The Search for New Forms and the Problem of the Ornament." Modern Architecture since 1900. London: Phaidon, 1996. 69-72. Print.

· This excerpt from the book is directly related to Austrian architecture and the effect that Loos and Hoffmann had. Their movement towards a rectilinear and volumetric simplification was unprecedented. This source also proved crucial to finding quotes by Adolf Loos himself. 



Heynen, Hilde. "Adolf Loos: The Broken Continuation of Tradition." Architecture and Modernity: A Critique. Cambridge, MA: MIT, 1999. 75-85. Print.

· This was an excellent resource. The resource provided information mostly on the layout of the house, and provided floor plans as well as various pictures. The excerpt also had information regarding Loos’ views as well as past quotes by both Loos and historians. 



Jencks, Charles. "L'art Decoratif D'aujourd'hui." Le Corbusier and the Tragic View of Architecture. Cambridge, MA: Harvard UP, 1973. 79-82. Print.

· This was perhaps one of my favorite resources, as it provided a good contrast between Le Corbusier’s style and Loos’ style. In this book, one can observe the comparison between Loos’ simplicit approach to architecture and Le Corbusier’s take on these views. Although this book does not relate directly to Loos himself, it 
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provides background information of how things were during the time that Loos was designing the Villa Moller. 



Sarnitz, August. Adolf Loos. Köln: Taschen, 2003. 66-70. Print.

· This source provided me with information regarding the owner of the Moller House (Also known as Villa Moller). It also commentated on the effect of implementing the “Raumplan”. This source served as my primary resource to better understand how the interior space functioned as a whole. I was also able to gather many pictures from this source, thus making it easier to create a “mental walk through of the house”. 
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Points to make in presentation



Diagrams:



Division

Circulation

Fenestration

Hierarchy



Divisions



Raumplan (special structure) let him build and divide at his own preference, as opposed to being predetermined structural membranes. 

Quote #5

Indicate similarities between floor 2&3

	Notice the how the central corridor divides and creates circulation 	



Division of spaces will transition into circulation

Circulation

	P83. Central hall information

	Each main entrance has three possible directions. 

	Walk in, take a right, go upstairs, womens lounge. Hallways make you feel crammed. High ceilings into the ladies lounge.



Circulation transitions into fenestration

Fenestration

	Loos favored windows, but just for lighting purposes. He often put something covering the pane for privacy.

	Quote #3. I found it interesting. 

	Mention floors  2 3 4. Few windows, unlike floor one (where he wanted to create a welcoming feeling)

	(transition)Look at front façade, Nearly empty 





Fenestration transitions into societal views of the time/hierarchy



Societal views/Hierarchy

	The reason why there are few windows.

	Quote #2

	Overwhelmed by height, sense of hierarchy

	Quote #6 

	Basic shapes, volumes, architecture is really made on the inside.



Hierarchy transitions into ornamentation





Ornamentation

	Believed that the essence of a building or structure should be  made by it’s residents, not what was in it.

Quote #1

	Quote #4

	Show pictures
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